Human P50 suppression is not affected by variations in wakeful alertness.
The amplitude and suppression of the auditory P50 event-related potential may be useful for studying schizophrenia and drug abuse; however, the low reliability of the P50 suppression measure limits its value for correlation with clinical measures. Reliability can be increased either by improving measurement methods or by reducing or eliminating sources of variance in the recordings. In this paper, the effect on P50 amplitude and suppression of variation in wakeful alertness within an experimental session was examined in 20 normal subjects. The percentage of beta power in the interval immediately prior to the P50 stimuli was used as an index of alertness. P50 amplitudes or C-T ratios were estimated using peak-picking and using the singular value decomposition (SVD) method. No effects of variation of wakeful alertness were observed on any P50 amplitude or suppression measure. Comparing the peak-picking vs SVD estimates replicated our prior results showing markedly higher reliabilities with SVD. We conclude: 1) that variation within an experimental session in wakeful alertness level as indexed by the percentage of beta power does not affect P50 amplitude or suppression, and 2) the SVD method brings the reliability of the C-T ratio up to levels where its usefulness in clinical studies can be examined.